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Break a Leg!

Key Dates

On Wednesday 18 March, I met with Mr Bulley to discuss November
the 2020 academy production. Two days later, schools 16-27 Year 11 Rehearsal Examinations
closed along with all theatres in the country due to Covid
Year 13 Rehearsal Examinations start
-19. With the current restrictions in place we are unable 30
to produce our annual academy production- which would December
have been due to be performed this week. For now we
Year 13 Rehearsal Examinations
will keep it under wraps, as at some point in the future 9
finish
“the show must go on” (we hope).
Each year I am astounded by the talent and commitment 17
Virtual Carol Concert
of the students involved in the productions. The
opportunity we create is a really important part of their school
experience, where they form friendships and build memories. I
know those students are missing it this year as much as I am. I am
also thankful for the dedication of the staff who use their creative
talents to make every show a success. The magnificent sets and
fantastic costumes get bigger and more elaborate each year.
It is a tradition on the final night of the performance to bid farewell
to the Year 13 students who have supported the productions
throughout their time at The King’s. This year we will be saying
goodbye to Alicia Glasgow (Mustardseed, Molly, Narrator,
Cheshire Cat, White Witch, Mrs Banks) and Kendle Hill (Hippy,
Kate, Madame De La Grande Bouche, Queen of Hearts, Mrs
Beaver, Crew). It has been an absolute pleasure to see these two
Mrs Beaver– Kendle Hill; and the White
students grow in confidence, skill and talent over the years. We say
Witch– Alicia Glasgow.
to them “break a leg” as they start their auditions for their future
training in acting and musical theatre. They have been integral to
the Performing Arts department, and we thank them both for being exceptional role models to our
younger students and also for their commitment to the extra curricular opportunities they have
embraced.
Mr Jones (Head of Drama)

Respect ME

During the week commencing Monday 9 November all core PE classes in the Academy were postponed
in order to enable the “Respect Me” team to deliver lessons in the Academy. As part of the Academy’s
commitment to character development, and the wider
national RSE programme, Joe and Jess delivered a series
of interactive lectures across a range of topics including
self-esteem and forming positive relationships.
These lectures proved to be thought-provoking, engaging
and informative and were well received by the student
body.
We look forward to seeing Joe and the team back in the
Academy again soon as one of our regular presenters in
year group assemblies.
Mr Johnson (Assistant Principal)
The King’s Academy
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Highlights of the Week
(from Heads of Year)

Year 7- Hearing the tutor groups singing the Christmas carols they will be performing in the Virtual Carol Service. Mr Baughan can’t wait to hear the finished
piece with everyone singing together.
Year 8- The brilliant effort with the Operation
Christmas Child appeal. A special well done to Ellie
from 8 Edwards-Bell, who has made up 3 boxes all by
herself!
Year 9- The wonderful assembly put together by
9Sherwood on anti-bullying. They should be proud of
themselves and of their production.
Year 10- 10 Swales (Wasden) have done an amazing
job this week: they have wrapped and packed all of
Year 10’s contributions to the shoebox appeal. A big
thank you to them all.
Year 11- A massive well done to Year 11 who have
made an excellent start to their rehearsal exams.
Their attendance and attitude towards their studies
has been commendable. Keep it up!
Sixth Form- Our launch of live video lessons for 6th
form students who are isolating has gone really well
and has been approached with great enthusiasm by
students and teachers alike.

Focus: RE
Every September the RE department look forward
to classrooms full of students sat around tables in
groups discussing the philosophical, theological and
ethical issues of life. Teachers used to enjoy circulating the room listening to the in-depth conversations and giving instant feedback. Sadly, Covid19
has meant all students need to be seated in rows
and feedback needs to be from the front of the
room, but this hasn’t diminished students’ enthusiasm or impeded discussions from taking place.
Just as faith communities have had to adapt in how
they practice their faith, the RE department are
finding new ways to put learning into action
through Teams, videos, and podcasts, but still maintaining a firm sense of community in our classroom.
Lockdown has presented its challenges for us all;
and the RE curriculum allows students to address
the issues of loneliness, relationships and the value
of looking out for one another and the importance
of community. Through studying the fundamental
principles at the heart of faith, students are discovering for themselves what lies at the heart of their
lives and what really matters in these different and
sometimes difficult times.

Combined Cadet Force
In September 2017, the CCF (affiliated with the
Royal Marines) was launched at The King’s
Academy. The Force was officially opened
by Lieutenant Colonel Spink of the Royal
Marines, in front of parents and KS3, on 17
July 2019. The CCF(RM) is made up of cadets from
Years 9, 10, 11 and the Sixth Form and currently
has 30 members.
During a regular school year, cadets have the
opportunity to take part in a range of sessions,
events
and
exercises.
These
include
camps out, visits to military establishments, an
annual summer camp - which takes place at
the Commando Training Centre in Lympstone - and
weekly sessions conducted by Royal Marine Colour
Sergeant Calvert.
Unfortunately, due to the restrictions imposed
because of the COVID-19 pandemic, sessions have
yet to restart this year. However, we hope to have
the CCF back up and running soon and look
forward to taking in new cadets at the start of the
next academic year.
Captain Garwood (CCF(RM) Contingent
Commander)

Cadets during Merlin helicopter visit, March 2019

Additional Notices
Please note that we have had to ask all post-16
students to self-isolate from Tuesday 17
November 2020, to return to school on Monday 30
November. This is to provide a break in chains of
transmission and reduce risk for all.
We will be providing live lessons via Teams for
students wherever possible. So far, we are delighted with the engagement we have had from Year
12 and Year 13. We look forward to their return to
the classroom.
Year 13 rehearsal exams have been rescheduled.

Miss Campbell (Head of Religious Education)
The King’s Academy
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